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Abstract: - Protection of biometric template against spoofing or modification attack at system database is major
issue in multibiometric system. Hence fragile digital watermarking technique is one of the solutions for
biometric template protection against these attacks. In this paper, fingerprint watermarking technique based on
SVD and Compressive Sensing theory proposed for protection of biometric template at system database of
multibiometric system. This technique does not embed the fingerprint directly into face image instead using the
concept of compressive sensing fingerprint convert into sparse measurements. The sparse measurements is
generated at time of fingerprint embedding process and extracted from watermarked face image at extraction
side for reconstruction of original watermark fingerprint image. SSIM value between original watermark
fingerprint image and reconstructed watermark fingerprint image is the deciding factor for cross verification of
individual. The experimental results show that the proposed technique does not affect verification and
authentication performance of multibiometric system.
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image decomposed in various wavelet coefficients
like LL, LH, HL and HH and secure information is
added to Singular value of all these four wavelet
coefficients of host image. This technique is suffer
to less security because of original watermark
information is required at detector side.
In multibiometric system, watermark biometric is
used for cross verification and authentication of
individual at system database. Authors in [10]
proposed hybrid watermarking technique based on
SVD and LSB embedding. Authors in [11] proposed
multimodal
biometric
authentication
based
technique which is provides additional security to
fingerprint biometric system. In this technique, face
features is embed as a watermark into fingerprint
images of same individual. Authors in [12] proposed
non-blind watermarking technique using SVD and
Complex Wavelet Transform (CWT). In this
technique, singular value of appropriate sub band
complex wavelet coefficients of host image is
modified according to singular value of watermark
and secret key. Authors in [13] described combined
DWT and LSB based biometric watermarking
technique for security facial features hiding into
fingerprint images.
Authors in [14] proposed fragile watermarking
technique based on multistage VQ and DCT for
protection of fingerprint image against copy attack.
Authors in [15] proposed a semi fragile fingerprint
watermarking technique based on Singular Value

1 Introduction
In today’s world, many organization and agency are
used automatic biometric recognition based system
for verification and authentication of individual [1].
But this automatic biometric system having several
disadvantages like noisy data, inter class variation,
intra class variation, non-universality and spoof
attack. For overcome these disadvantages, A. Jain
and its research team proposed new biometric
system which is called as multimodal or
multibiometric system [2], [3]. A. Ratha and its
research team are identifying several vulnerable
points associated with biometric system [4]. One
vulnerable point is attack on system database of
biometric system. Digital watermarking technique
is one of the solutions against this attack [5].
In the last decade, fragile watermarking
techniques are used for content authentication.
Fragile watermarking techniques are mainly used
for content authentication and for security because
they are identified modification [6], [7], [8]. These
modifications may indicate that unauthorized user
try to access secure information. In last decade,
many watermarking techniques are proposed by
various researchers. In these proposed techniques,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has new and
most powerful transform used for watermarking
applications. Authors in [9] proposed hybrid
watermarking technique based on SVD and Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT). In this technique, host
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Decomposition (SVD) for protection of biometric
template at system database and matcher subsystem.
Authors in [16] proposed salient region based
authentication
watermarking
technique
for
protection of biometric templates. Many of
watermarking techniques and SVD based
watermarking techniques for biometric template
protection focus on the issue of improving
robustness and security of content at communication
channel. Very little attention has been given to
security of biometric template at system database.
The problems of biometric template security at
system database and less fragile watermarking
techniques are available for biometric template
protection. So by keeping security issue in concern
for template protection, in this paper, a novel
biometric watermarking technique in hybrid domain
to support the security demand of multibiometric
template protection is proposed. In this paper, we
have embedded sparse measurements of watermark
biometric image into host biometric image to
improve computational security of proposed
watermarking
technique.
These
sparse
measurements of watermark biometric image are
generated using Compressive Sensing (CS) theory
framework.
Compressive Sensing theory is provides
dimensional reduction and computational security to
data. For application of CS theory on image, the
necessary step is that image must be in its sparse
domain [17]. So in this paper, we have explored
sparseness provides by combination of DWT and
SVD transform to generated sparse measurements of
watermark biometric image. Then these sparse
measurements of watermark biometric image are
embedding into singular value of HL wavelet
coefficients of host biometric image. Sparse
measurements of watermark biometric image are
computed from watermark biometric features and
they are embedding into host biometric image to
provide protection against spoof attack. The novelty
of proposed watermarking technique is that it is able
to embed similar size of watermark information into
host medium which is not possible in some of
existed technique in literature; no required actual
watermark information at detector side; provide
compression and protection to watermark
information simultaneously due to combination of
CS theory with watermarking technique.
Section 2 and 3 explain the proposed
watermarking technique and results of proposed
watermarking technique respectively. Section 4
shows effect of proposed watermarking technique
on performance of multibiometric system. Section 5
gives conclusion and future work.
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2 Proposed Watermarking Technique
This
section
describes
the
proposed
watermarking technique based on Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) plus Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) and compressive sensing theory
framework. In this proposed technique, face image
is taken as host medium and apply SVD on fourth
level wavelet coefficients of face image and get
Singular matrix for watermark embedding. The
fingerprint image is taken as watermark and which
is converted into sparse measurements using CS
theory framework, Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
This proposed technique is divided into two
procedures like watermark preparation &
embedding
and
watermark
extraction
&
reconstruction. The proposed watermark preparation
& embedding procedure and watermark extraction
& reconstruction procedure is shown in figure 1 and
2 respectively.

2.1 Watermark Preparation & Embedding
Procedure
The proposed watermark preparation and
embedding procedure steps are described below:
1. Take biometric image as watermark and
compute size of biometric image.
2. Apply single level Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) on watermark biometric image and
decomposed into approximation and details
wavelet coefficients. Chosen details wavelet
coefficients of watermark biometric image. Here
details wavelet coefficients are chosen because
it is sparser than approximation wavelet
coefficients.
3. Apply Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on
details wavelet coefficients and S matrix value
chosen sparse coefficients which is denoted as x
in equation 1. Here S matrix is chosen as sparse
coefficients because it is sparser than orthogonal
matrices U and V.
(1)
x   f
In formula (1), x is the sparse coefficients,  is
the orthogonal or basis matrix which is depend
on applied image transform, f is the original
watermark biometric image.
4. Generated measurement matrix A with size M 
N using random seed which is same for
embedder and decoder, where N is length of
sparse coefficients and M is less than value N.
5. Generated Sparse Measurements of watermark
biometric image using equation 2 and denoted
as WSparse.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

(2)
WSparse  A  x
In formula (2), WSparse is the Sparse
Measurements of watermark biometric image; A
is the measurement matrix which is same for
embedder side and decoder side, x is the sparse
coefficients.
Now, these Sparse Measurements of watermark
biometric image is used as secure watermark
information.
Another biometric image is taken as host
medium and compute size of biometric in term
of row and column values.
Apply fourth level Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) decomposition on host biometric image
and converts into various frequency bands like
LL4, HL4, LH4 and HH4.
Apply SVD on HL4 component of DWT
decomposition of host biometric image and
chose Singular (S) matrix of host biometric
image for embedding purpose.
Then Singular (S) matrix of host biometric
image is modified according to Sparse
Measurements of watermark biometric image
using equation 3.
(3)
S HL4  S HL4  W
Wat

Org

1. Take watermarked biometric image, which may
degrade or possibly be attacked by imposter is
taken and apply fourth level Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) on watermarked biometric
image and chose watermarked HL4 component
coefficients.
2. Take original host biometric image and apply
fourth level Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
on host biometric image and chose original HL4
component coefficients.
3. Extracted Sparse Measurements of watermark
biometric image get using below equation 4.
(4)
W
 S HL4  S HL4
Extracted

In formula (3), WSparse is the Sparse
Measurements of watermark biometric image;
SWat is modified Singular (S) matrix of HL4
wavelet coefficients of host biometric image;
SOrg is original Singular (S) matrix of HL4
wavelet coefficients of host biometric image.
11. Apply inverse SVD on modified Singular (S)
matrix with original U matrix and V matrix to
generate modified HL4 component of host
biometric image.
12. Apply fourth level inverse Discrete Wavelet
Transform (IDWT) reconstruction on host
biometric image to get watermarked biometric
image.

Org

In formula (5), Sparse_Coeff is extracted Sparse
Coefficients of watermark biometric image;
WExtracted is the Extracted Sparse Measurements
of watermark biometric image; M is level of
Sparsity; A is measurement matrix which is
same as generated at embedder side.
5. Apply inverse SVD on extracted Sparse
Coefficients of watermark biometric image with
original U and V matrix to generated details
wavelet coefficients of watermark biometric
image.
6. Apply inverse single level Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) on extracted details wavelet
Coefficients and original approximation wavelet
Coefficients and to get reconstructed version of
watermark biometric image at detector side.

&

The proposed watermark extraction and
reconstruction procedure steps are described below:
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Wat

In formula (4), WExtracted is the Extracted Sparse
Measurements of watermark biometric image;
SWat is modified Singular (S) matrix of HL4
wavelet coefficients of watermarked biometric
image; SOrg is original Singular (S) matrix of
HL4 wavelet coefficients of host biometric
image.
4. Then Applied CS recovery algorithm like
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [18] using
equation 5 with measurement matrix A which is
generated at embedder side, level of sparsity and
extracted Sparse Measurements of watermark
biometric image getting from watermarked
biometric image.
Sparse _ Coeff  OMP(WExtracted , A, M ) (5)

Sparse

2.2 Watermark
Extraction
Reconstruction Procedure
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Fig.1. Watermark Preparation and Embedding Procedure

Fig.2. Watermark Extraction and Reconstruction Procedure
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In the proposed watermarking technique, input of
OMP algorithm is Sparse Measurements with size of
64  1; Measurement Matrix A with size of 64 
8192; level of sparsity is 128. The output of OMP
algorithm is sparse coefficients with size of 8192 
1 for watermark fingerprint image. Then get details
wavelet coefficients of watermark fingerprint image
using inverse SVD on extracted sparse coefficients
with original U and V after getting details wavelet
coefficients of watermark fingerprint image, apply
single level inverse DWT on extracted details
wavelet coefficients and original approximation
wavelet coefficients to get reconstructed watermark
fingerprint image at detector side. Figure 4 shows
original watermark fingerprint image and
reconstructed watermark fingerprint image using
proposed watermarking technique.

3 Experimental Results
For testing of proposed watermarking technique,
standard Indian face database [19] as host biometric
image and standard FVC 2004 db4 database [20] as
watermark biometric image taken for experiment.
For experiment evaluation of proposed technique, 8
bit gray scale face image with size of 128  128
pixels is selected and monochromic fingerprint
image with size of 128  128 pixels in selected.
The sparse measurements of watermark
fingerprint image are generated using below
procedure. First apply symmlet (sym1) discrete
wavelet transform on watermark fingerprint image
and take details wavelet coefficients with size of
8192  1. Then apply SVD on details on wavelet
coefficients and decomposed into S, U and V
matrix. Then Singular (S) matrix is chosen as Sparse
Coefficients which is denoted as x with size of 8192
 1. Generate measurement matrix A with size of 64
 8192 using random seed which is same for
embedder and detector. Sparse measurements of
fingerprint image with size of 64  1 is generated
using WSparse = A648192  x89121. Then these sparse
measurements of watermark fingerprint image are
embedding into Singular (S) matrix value of HL4
wavelet coefficients of host face image to generated
watermarked face image. Figure 3 shows original
face image and watermarked face image using
proposed watermarking technique.

(a)
(b)
Fig.4. (a) Original Watermark Fingerprint Image (b)
Reconstructed Watermark Fingerprint Image
The quality measures like PSNR, NCC and
SSIM are used for calculation and evaluation for
quality of watermarked face image and
reconstructed watermark fingerprint image for
proposed watermarking technique. In this paper,
PSNR is used for compared original face image and
watermarked face image; NCC is used for find
correlation between original face image and
watermarked face image at embedder side. The
quality of watermark fingerprint image is calculated
using SSIM [21] which is used to find similarity
between
original
fingerprint
image
and
reconstructed fingerprint image at detector side.
SSIM value should be between 90 to 100 %.
For fragility test of proposed watermarking
technique, various watermarking attacks like JPEG
compression, addition of different noise, apply
different filter and geometric attacks like cropping.
Table 1 summarized the PSNR, NCC value between
original host face image and watermarked host face
image and SSIM value between original watermark
fingerprint images and reconstructed watermark
fingerprint image under consideration of above
attacks. This proposed watermarking technique is
fragile against all possible watermarking attacks
based on SSIM values. Because of when

(a)
(b)
Fig.3. (a) Original Host Face Image (b)
Watermarked Host Face Image
For reconstruction of watermark fingerprint
image from its extracted sparse measurements,
greedy algorithm like Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
(OMP) [18] is used. OMP is selected because of it is
easy to implement and having fast computational
time compared to other CS recovery algorithms. The
input of OMP algorithm is extracted Sparse
Measurements of fingerprint image; correct
Measurement matrix A and level of sparsity which
is depend on size of fingerprint image. The output of
OMP algorithm is sparse coefficients of watermark
fingerprint image.
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watermarking attacks apply on watermarked face
image, then SSIM value between original fingerprint
image and reconstructed fingerprint image is less
than 50 percentages which is shown in table 1.

multibiometric system, we have analyzed affect of
proposed watermarking technique on individually
verification and authentication performance of face
and fingerprint system of multibiometric system.

Table 1. Values of Quality Measures for Proposed
Technique under Various Attacks
PSNR SSIM
Attacks
NCC
(dB)
(%)
No Attacks
1.00 99.00 99.71
JPEG Compression (Q =
1.00 44.52 49.98
90)
Gaussian Noise (  =0,
0.99 29.93 3.75
=0.001)
Salt & Pepper Noise (
0.99 28.04 3.72
Noise Density = 0.005)
Speckle Noise ( Variance
0.99 29.44 4.45
= 0.004)
Median Filter ( Size = 3 
1.00 45.34 44.00
3)
Mean Filter ( Size = 3  3) 0.98 27.53 0.30
Gaussian Low Pass Filter (
1.00 37.27 0.12
Size = 3  3)
Histogram Equalization
0.98 22.07 0.63
Cropping
0.85 17.60 1.71

4.1 Effect of Proposed Watermarking
Technique on Face System of Multibiometric
System
For calculation of verification and authentication
performance of face system, we have stored 160
watermarked face image; 160 authentic face image
and 160 fake face image.
For verification
performance of face system, we have calculated
verification accuracy of original host face image and
verification accuracy of watermarked face image
using equation described in [26]. The verification
accuracy of face recognition (using [22, 23]) is
96.25 % on original test faces. In proposed
watermarking technique, the verification accuracy
of face recognition is 95.00 % (after watermarking).
The results verification accuracy of proposed
watermarking technique for face system is
summarized in table 2.
Table 2. Verification Accuracy of Proposed
Watermarking Technique on Face System of
Multibiometric System
VOriginalFace
VWatermarkedFace
VHostFaceTemplate
96.25 %
95.00 %
99.35 %

4 Proposed Watermarking Technique
Effect over Multibiometric System
This proposed watermarking technique is used to
secure biometric template at system database in
multibiometric system. Fingerprint image is used as
watermark and embed into face image for cross
authentication of individual, therefore it is essential
that insertion of fingerprint should not change
performance of face system of multibiometric
system. In proposed watermarking technique,
fingerprint image is compressed and encrypted by
CS theory. So that cs theory should not change
performance of fingerprint system of multibiometric
system. Here we have check verification and
authentication performance of face and fingerprint
system of multibiometric system for proposed
watermarking technique.
In order to showcase the effect of watermark
fingerprint on host face image, we have used face
matching algorithm developed in [22, 23]. In order
to showcase the effect on cs theory on watermark
fingerprint, we have used fingerprint matching
algorithm developed in [24, 25]. We have selected
these two algorithms because output of these
algorithms gives distance between query biometric
image and its closest match in the database.
For effect of proposed watermarking technique
on verification and authentication performance of
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From the result obtained using matching
algorithm [22, 23] based on various thresholds, we
have calculated four probabilities with named like
FRR-F, FRR-WF, FAR-F and FAR-WF and based
on this value, plot receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) curve for face system of proposed
watermarking technique as shown in figure 5. Based
on figure 5, we have selected threshold distance
1500. Distance between fake face images compute
with watermarked face images in stored database.
The average distance is 6707.56 which are greater
than selected threshold value. Also compute the
distance between authentic face images with
watermarked face images stored in database. The
average distance between them is 385.40. Since the
distance between authentic face images and their
watermarked version database is less than selected
threshold shows that face system of multibiometric
system unaffected by proposed watermarking
technique. These results are summarized in table 3.
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Table 4. Verification Accuracy of Proposed
Watermarking Technique on Fingerprint System of
Multibiometric System
VOriginalFinge VWatermarkReconstructedF VWatermarkFingerpr

Table 3. Average Distance between Watermarked,
Authentic and Fake Face Images (for 160 Images)
Average Distance
Average Distance
between
between
Selected
Watermarked and
Watermarked and Threshold
Authentic Face
Fake Face Image
Image
385.40
6707.56
1500

rprint

ingerprint

intTemplate

99.38 %

99.38 %

99.38 %

From the result obtained using matching
algorithm [24, 25] based on various thresholds, we
have calculated four probabilities with named like
FRR-FP, FRR-WFP, FAR-FP and FAR-WFP and
based on this value, plot receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) curve for fingerprint system
of proposed watermarking technique as shown in
figure 6. Based on figure 6, we have selected
threshold distance 1000. Distance between fake
fingerprints images compute with reconstructed
watermark images in stored database. The average
distance is 1034.82 which are greater than selected
threshold value. Also compute the distance between
authentic fingerprint images with reconstructed
watermark fingerprint images stored in database.
The average distance between them is 993.44. Since
the distance between authentic watermark
fingerprint images and their reconstructed
watermark version database is less than selected
threshold shows that fingerprint system of
multibiometric system unaffected by proposed
watermarking technique. These results are
summarized in table 5.

Where, FRR-F = FRR without Watermarking, FRRWF = FRR with Watermarking, FAR-F = FAR
without Watermarking, FAR-WF = FAR with
Watermarking
Fig.5. ROC Curve of Proposed Watermarking
Technique for Face System of Multibiometric
System

Table 5. Average Distance between Reconstructed,
Authentic and Fake Fingerprint Images (for 160
Images)
Average Distance Average Distance
between
between
Reconstructed
Reconstructed
Selected
Watermark and
Watermark and
Threshold
Authentic
Fake Fingerprint
Fingerprint Image
Image
993.44
1034.82
1000

4.2 Effect of Proposed Watermarking
Technique on Face System of Multibiometric
System
For calculation of verification and authentication
performance of fingerprint system, we have stored
160 reconstructed watermark fingerprint image; 160
authentic fingerprint image and 160 fake fingerprint
image. For verification performance of fingerprint
system, we have calculated verification accuracy of
original watermark fingerprint image and
verification accuracy of reconstructed fingerprint
image using equation described in [26]. The
verification accuracy of fingerprint recognition
(using [24, 25]) is 99.38 % on original test faces. In
proposed watermarking technique, the verification
accuracy of fingerprint recognition is unchanged
after reconstruction of watermark fingerprint image
forms its extracted sparse measurements using CS
theory recovery process. The results verification
accuracy of proposed watermarking technique for
fingerprint system is summarized in table 4.
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Based on this analysis, a verification accuracy of
99.37 % was achieved for proposed watermarking
technique based multibiometric system with
enhancement in template security. Equal Error Rate
(EER) difference for face system based on ROC
curve shown in figure 5 is 0.3 % using
watermarking and without watermarking. EER
difference for fingerprint system based on ROC
curve shown in figure 6 is 6.0 % using
watermarking and without watermarking. Based on
results shows in figure 5 and 6 that ROC curve of
FAR and FRR values of face and fingerprint
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systems with watermarking is same as ROC curve
of FAR and FRR values of face and fingerprint
systems without watermarking which is indicated
that proposed watermarking technique fulfilled the
criteria of template protection technique.

Rohit Thanki, Komal Borisagar

modalities like iris, voice and palm print and take
analysis for these biometric modalities.
Table 6. Values of Quality Measure like PSNR
obtained by Proposed Watermarking Technique
compared with Existed Watermarking Techniques in
Literature
Techniques
Mansouri Technique et al. [12]
Joshi Technique et al. [15]
Inamdar Technique et al. [27]
Kothari Technique et al. [28]
Jahan Technique et al. [29]
Chaudhary Technique et al. [30]
Sreedhanya Technique et al. [31]
Gupta Technique et al. [32]
Rege et al. [33]
Proposed Technique

Where, FRR-FP = FRR without Watermarking,
FRR-WFP = FRR with Watermarking, FAR-FP =
FAR without Watermarking, FAR-WFP = FAR
with Watermarking
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